Importance of Crop Altitude Range for Coffee Production: Findings from Honduras
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Abstract: The aim of this paper was to show the empirical relationship found between the coffee crop altitude and the attributes of the coffee. Data from Honduras were used, but findings can be extended to global coffee production. In this way, the production of speciality coffee identified locally with a good potential at final markets can be promoted. From the launch of the National Coffee Policy in Honduras, one special interest was given to improve the speciality coffee’s national production, and the Honduran Institute of Coffee (IHCAFE) turned into a key actor to assume the leadership in the execution of the policy, particularly in the local assistance and the international promotion of the coffee. From gathering a national coffee quality project, IHCAFE collected hundreds of samples out of the producing regions of the country from four consecutive annual harvest (2004-2008), the followed quality analysis found diverse profiles of flavors and aromas of the coffee, and also a relevant link between quality features and geographical, agronomic and technical determinants (flavor, aromas, altitude range, agronomic variety and producing region).
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1. Introduction

During the 19th century, the coffee was promoted as a commodity [1-3] and was increasingly requested by a growing population at final markets after the end of Second World War—when the trade was re-established—so the Honduran authorities encourage production and exports [4-8].

Motivated by markets, producing countries promote reforms to better support coffee production [9-12]. In Honduras, the international demand transformed the coffee from an uncommon crop to a major mainstream business at the end of the 20th century [9, 10, 13].

Ignited by a new cycle of high volumes and low prices at international markets, a worldwide coffee crisis was developed from 2000 to 2004 [14-17], so the Honduran Institute of Coffee (IHCAFE) developed strategic, economic and technical actions to promote production and increase the national revenue obtaining better prices from differentiated niche coffees. Among these actions, IHCAFE led the development of the National Quality Center, improving coffee analysis before export, promoting coffee competitions, such as Cup of Excellence, and celebrating marketing campaigns at final markets, such as Specialty Coffee Association of America (SCAA) [18, 19]. The market price for specialty coffee is generally higher than the regular commodity price, even if the coffee come from the same country. So, the origin does not seem to determine quality, but rather the specific features of the coffee. The coffee has a segmentation based on quality for the two main species: Arabica and Robusta. According to the International Coffee Organization (ICO), there are four main types of coffee available in international market: Colombian mild Arabica, other mild Arabica, Brazilian and other natural Arabica and Robusta [10, 18, 20].

Honduras was responsible in 2015 [17] for nearly 4% of the total worldwide production of 8.7 million tons of green coffee. A nation of only 112,492 km² is the seventh out of the top ten worldwide coffee producers. In contrast, Honduras fits the profile of the
United Nations of a developing country, reflecting a mid-low human development index, all together with social problems, poverty and heavy dependence on light manufacturing, agriculture and raw material exports [21]. According to the Honduran Central Bank, coffee was the main export commodity in 2015 with 986 million USD, representing 26% of total exports freight on board (FOB) and roughly 5% of GDP [17, 22]. Internally, while primary production kept increasing, the quality control was problematic after the harvest and particularly during the wet milling processing of fruits to parchment, leaving coffee parchment without a proper drying and with high humidity content, besides promoting the presence of fungus, provoking a fast deterioration of coffee quality during transport, storage and trade. With a complicated scenario, different studies had found related quality problems within the Honduran coffee industry, among them: insufficient technology transference, poor processing facilities and above all complicated marketing relationships between growers and intermediaries [13, 23].

The general objective of this research was to highlight the relationships among some Honduran coffee characteristics and some technical and geographical features (flavor, fragrance, altitude range, agronomic variety and coffee region), finding the links among these variables and, in this way, promote Honduran coffee quality. So, the relationship between flavor and fragrance is going to be discovered and the relationship among coffee altitude range, agronomic variety, producing region and coffee characteristic (body, flavor, acidity and aftertaste) is going to be explored.

In order to achieve this goal, several determinants of coffee quality from the consumers’ point of view have been taken into account.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Study Area

Honduras provides excellent climatic and agricultural conditions for coffee production, mountain ranges covering most of the interior land of Honduras, crossing the country from east to west, facilitating coffee production in several geographical locations [23]. The production of coffee is well distributed within the mountain ranges of Honduras [23], allowing several producing regions with potential for specialty or differentiated coffee: Montecillos, Azul Meambar, Opalaca, Copan and Agalta Tropical, as appeared in Fig. 1. These regions have been selected following IHCAFE’s nationwide distribution, which includes the location of field technicians and facilities to process and to store coffee samples at the time. Within the Honduran producing regions, 173 coffee samples originated from Agalta Tropical, 203 from Azul Meambar, 208 from Copan, 184 from Montecillos and 136 from Opalaca. Samples came from three altitude ranges: low/less than 900 masl), medium (901-1,200 masl) and high (1,201 masl and above).

2.2 Sample Size Estimation

The coffee quality had been tested by cuppers prior to the commercial contract settlement in the international market [8], but it has been especially after the international coffee crisis and the rising of specialty coffees, the market improves coffee evaluation methods and industry starts to standardize cupping procedures to differentiate coffee [17, 24]. During this time, coffee quality became a motivating factor for consumers and business, and for a more scientific approach involving the physical evaluation of the coffee infusion [17, 24, 25]. Some empirical works were related to analyze coffee quality to origin [20]; others had linked quality to the chemistry of coffee [26, 27], or even to do evaluation of the cupping protocols [28].

The sample size estimation was based on a universe of 67,868 growers and followed by a well-known statistical protocol with expected error of 0.015 and confidence of 90% [29, 30]. From 2004 to 2008, a
total of 904 coffee samples were approved for research purpose of IHCAFE analysis [10, 23].

2.3 Cupping Method

All samples were out of arabica coffee varieties—Bourbon, Catuai, Caturra, Colombia, Geisha, IHCAFE-90, Lempira, Pacas, Typica and Villa Sarchi—and were collected in dry parchment during the harvest season (from October to April of the following year), transported directly from farmers, centralized and stored in sealed plastic bags. Samples in parchment were prepared within a month, before obtaining a medium roast product by the quality control lab (IHCAFE). The samples were ground medium a few minutes before obtaining the infusion used in the sensory test room for cupping evaluation. The amount of ground coffee used for the infusion was set up to obtain an optimum ratio of 8.25 g of coffee per 150 mL of water. Ground coffees were put in white ceramic cups, and hot purified water was poured over the ground coffee (93 °C, reverse osmosis and carbon filtered water), some 3-5 min before cupping by panelist from IHCAFE’s quality control lab. The sensory test followed IHCAFE criteria, based on SCAA protocol recommendations.

The coffee samples were roasted a day before they were ground, allowing the coffee to rest at less 8 h before cupping by panelists. The water used for cupping was odor free, neither distilled nor softened, within the ideal total dissolve solids; neither less than 100 ppm nor more than 250 ppm. The fresh water was brought to approximately 93 °C before being poured directly onto the ground coffee up to the rim of the ceramic cups (set of five). The infusion was left undisturbed for 3-5 min before the panelists did the cupping evaluation.

The perception of coffee’s quality was the main reason for the sensory test done by cuppers. Once the cups were presented to the cuppers, the procedure included smelling, breaking the crust, re-smelling and testing the coffee flavors (at around 71 °C). The attributes of coffee samples were: fragrance, flavor,
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2.4 Statistical Methods

For this study, by the amount of information and the number of variables used, performing analysis on coffee can be non-metric and non-quantity type of information, since for more traditional ways, statistical analysis can be challenging using qualitative type of information. Then, the related databases on the coffee qualitative information can be analyzed by using multivariate analysis techniques. The statistical program InfoStat® was used for multivariate analysis of the data information, popular software for natural and agricultural science analysis in Latin America [10, 32, 33].

Following the multivariable statistical methods, the correspondence analysis was primarily selected from fundamental multivariable techniques to perform interdependency analysis, in which the initial contingency tables were later used to present a graphical plot visualizing the relationships between selected variables.

The multivariable information generated by the cupping analysis of coffee samples and done by IHCAFE’s quality control lab, was analyzed during this study by using the “InfoStat” computer program [10, 32, 33]. Among the variables, some were the quantitative variables, representing the geographical origin of coffee samples “regions” and the quantitative variables evaluated directly by IHCAFE, resulting in prime flavors and fragrances coming from the coffee infusion evaluation. The variables then were evaluated by using correspondence analysis technique [10, 25]; other variables were also collected and used for this study, such as “meters above sea level” (quantitative), “altitude ranges” (qualitative), “precipitation” (quantitative) and “agronomic coffee varieties” (quantitative).

It is necessary in multivariable analysis to separate dependent and independent variables. Specifically, it is necessary when those relate to coffee characteristics and describe the relationship to each other. Commonly in coffee research, this is quite difficult [10, 34]. Following the multivariable statistical methods, commonly being used to analyze quality rather than quantity type of information, the correspondence analysis was primarily selected to perform interdependency analysis, in which the initial contingency tables were later used to present a graphical plot visualizing the relationships between selected variables [32, 35]. Other multivariable analysis techniques were complementary to the study: principal components (PCs) technique to perform simultaneous analysis of quality and quantity variables and the canonical correlation using only quantity types of variables.

To evaluate interdependency among variables, cluster analysis could be used to reduce sample size and to seek similarities or differences within the groups of observations, following the hypothesis under Pearson’s chi-square statistic. In correspondence analysis, the plot of points of each row and each column of the contingency table is a projection of two-dimensional Euclidean space, all in order to preserve the distance between rows or columns, if rows or columns are not similar [33].

In correspondence analysis, the case of a column being closer to a row point, the two are less independent if the combination of categories of the two variables occurs more frequently than just by
chance. So, following the matrix algebra, a contingency table of “a” rows and “b” columns, $n_{ij}$ are the frequencies for the every cell combination [33, 35].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Coffee Quality: Relationship between Flavor and Fragrance

A reduction of information among variables related to taste has been made due to the initial consideration of too many flavor and fragrance profiles. It was made by selecting the occurrence frequency of 5% or more within the total observations from the initial 26 categories of prime fragrances in coffee. They were reduced to: chocolate, 317 observations (35% of the time); sweet, 259 (29%); citric, 90 (10%); fruity, 56 (6%); peanuts, 44 (5%) and the rest to other fragrances and other defects. In the case of the prime flavors, identification was given according to 5% or more in occurrences out of the initial 43 categories and these were reduced to: citric, 242 observations (27%); chocolate, 229 (26%); sweet, 144 (16%); fruit (6%); peanuts (6%) and the rest to other flavors and other defects.

Following the correspondence analysis, the study exhibited a relationship between some variables using the normal approach of confidence interval with a 95% coefficient. The analysis found statistical significance between the variables “prime flavor” and “prime fragrance”, that is to say the dependence among variables flavor and fragrance is significant. As shown in Table 1, the value of the chi-square distribution was 66.85%, so the null hypothesis of independence was rejected; and the value of the total inertia is 75%, so the flavor can be explained by the fragrance, but also for other variables.

It can be seen that the highest association was chocolate flavor with chocolate fragrance with 18.25% of the time, 8.63% of the time sweet flavor relating to sweet fragrance, 1.77% of the time fruit flavor relating to fruit fragrance, 7.08% of the time citric fragrance relating to citric flavor and 2.88% of the time peanut fragrance relating to peanut flavor (both defects). Complementarily, the analysis showed that 9.07% of the time sweet flavor was related to citric fragrance and 0.66% of the time chocolate fragrance was related to citric flavor, sweet flavor was related to chocolate fragrance 5.53% of the time, fruity flavor was related to citric fragrance 2.21% of the time. The other relationships found were 2% or less of the relative frequency between variables. Moreover, of the 144 values of the contingency table, 59 are null values, that is to say, in the 41% of cases, there is no relationship between flavor and fragrance.

The negative flavors as peanuts, grassy, astringent were in relationship to the damaging practice of wet parchment coffee trading and the internal trading of coffee, dominated by the middlemen. The processing of coffee without the appropriate drying has been problematic, particularly during the wet milling of cherries to parchment, leaving coffee parchment with high humidity content, besides promoting the presence of fungus, provoking a rapid deterioration of quality during most of the transport, storage and trade [11-13, 36].

It is necessary to improve coffee technology transference and processing facilities to get a better regulation of marketing relationship between growers and intermediaries, particularly poor and complicated [10, 13, 36, 37]. There is a damaging practice of wet parchment coffee trading between producers and dominating middlemen. The processing of coffee by the wet method has been problematic, particularly during the wet milling of cherries to parchment, leaving coffee parchment with high humidity content, without the appropriate drying, besides promoting the presence of fungus, provoking a rapid deterioration of quality during most of the transport, storage and trade of coffee. Without sufficient processing, quality control and technical assistance, the formation of moulds causes defects affecting the inner quality of coffee [11-13].
### Table 1  Correspondence analysis in absolute frequency (%) between coffee prime fragrances and prime flavors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flavors and fragrances</th>
<th>Peanuts</th>
<th>Ordinary</th>
<th>Other defects</th>
<th>Astringent</th>
<th>Grassy</th>
<th>Chocolate</th>
<th>Other flavors</th>
<th>Sweet</th>
<th>Citric</th>
<th>Fruity</th>
<th>Mulberry</th>
<th>Honey</th>
<th>Peach</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peanuts</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other fragrances</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>18.25</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>5.86</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>35.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other defects</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toasted</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>29.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruity</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>6.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caramel</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citric</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>7.08</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>10.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floral</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6.42</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>26.44</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>17.70</td>
<td>27.54</td>
<td>6.08</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Contribution to chi-square

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contribution to chi-square</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>26.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>17.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>27.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Eigenvalues, inertia, chi-square, and cumulative (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Eigenvalue</th>
<th>Inertia</th>
<th>Chi-square (%)</th>
<th>Cumulative (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>453.96</td>
<td>44.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>223.53</td>
<td>66.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Columns: prime flavor; rows: prime fragrance.
In the case of the quality program fulfilled by IHCAFE, policy actions aiming at preserving coffee quality were found, besides the export quality control, such as the effort to achieve the International Standards Organization (ISO), accreditation of technical competence for coffee quality analysis and the international promotion of differentiated coffees [10, 23, 38, 39]. However, no actions have been registered to address direct quality improvements on Honduran mainstream coffee within the present internal trade of wet parchment coffee [10, 36]. A better processing and more quality control could have differentiated prices.

Following a national trend for the pursuit of the specialty coffee market, this study found supporting evidence of the diverse and positive profiles on the flavors and aromas coming from the Honduran coffee. These coffee’s flavors and aromas were found to be linked to crop altitude ranges, opening new possibilities to address investments and technical assistance to growers.

3.2 Relationship between Coffee Altitude Range, Agronomic Variety, Producing Regions, Fragrances and Flavors

In Fig. 2, from the correspondence analysis technique with inertia of 78.89% of chi-square distribution, the analysis found a statistical relationship between variable “altitude range” in horizontal axis (red circle) and variable “coffee agronomic variety”: “low” altitude range was associated to the Pacas variety; “high” altitude range was associated to Caturra and Catuai varieties; “medium” altitude range was associated to Lempira and IHCAFE-90 varieties and to Villa Sarchi variety.

In Fig. 3, with an inertia of 84.06% of the chi-square distribution in the horizontal axis 1, the correspondence analysis found a statistical relationship between the variable “regions” in columns (blue square) and variable “altitude range” in horizontal axis (red circle): “medium” altitude range was better related to coffee producing regions of Copan; the “high” altitude range was associated with the regions of Opalaca and Montecillos, both in the central part of Honduras; the “low” altitude range was associated to Agalta Tropical in the eastern part of the country. A perfect match was found between correspondence analysis and geographical data.

In Fig. 4, with a chi-square distribution of 71.66% of inertia in the horizontal axis 1, the analysis found a statistical relationship between variable “prime fragrance” (blue square) and variable coffee crop
“altitude range” (red circle): “medium” altitude range was more closely associated with chocolate and ordinary fragrances; “high” altitude range was more closely associated with citric, floral, fruity and other fragrances (known positive attributes); “low” altitude range was distant from peanuts.

In Fig. 5, with a chi-square distribution of 94.94% in the horizontal axis 1, the analysis found statistical significance between variable “altitude range” in horizontal axis (red circle) and variable “flavor” in columns (blue square): “medium” altitude range was associated with chocolate, grassy and sweet flavors; “high” altitude range was closely associated to citric, fruity, honey, peach and other flavors; finally, “low” altitude range was associated with peanuts flavor.

3.3 Relationship between Coffee Altitude Range and Coffee Characteristic: PCs and Canonical Correlation

In Fig. 6, PCs analysis presented the horizontal component “PC” with 82.2% and the vertical component with 15.5%, in total explaining 97.7% of the model variability; whereas, the coffee characteristics: aroma, body, flavor, acidity and
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Fig. 5  Correspondence analysis between coffee altitude ranges and coffee flavors.

Fig. 6  PCs analysis between coffee regions and coffee characteristics.

aftertaste were closely related to each other, the variables coffee crop height in meters above sea level “height masl” and rain precipitation in mm “precip” were distant and independent. The coffee growing region of Montecillos was related to coffee crop height and Montecillos along with Opalaca were both associated with the coffee characteristics.

In the covariance matrix of Table 2, the importance of the height can be seen, so the variable “height masl” is positively correlated with aroma, body, acidity, flavor and aftertaste, and negatively correlated with rainfall. Acidity is the most appreciated characteristic in the commercialization in coffee and with better commercial value [31]. Also, empirical evidences of a negative relation were found between rain precipitation and height. Also, note how the magnitude of the covariance of the variable “height masl” with every other variables.

In Table 2, the multivariate analysis presented by the first canonical correlation $L(1) R$ was 0.52 of the first pair of canonical correlations, and $R$ 0.27 represented a variability of 27% of the data explained
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Table 2  Canonical correlation between environmental variables and coffee characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Covariance matrix</th>
<th>Height masl</th>
<th>Precip</th>
<th>Aroma</th>
<th>Body</th>
<th>Acidity</th>
<th>Flavor</th>
<th>Aftertaste</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height masl</td>
<td>58,083.50</td>
<td>-1,770.40</td>
<td>58.54</td>
<td>66.48</td>
<td>86.36</td>
<td>90.61</td>
<td>87.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precip</td>
<td>-1,770.40</td>
<td>36,119.92</td>
<td>-3.04</td>
<td>-4.11</td>
<td>-7.05</td>
<td>-5.28</td>
<td>-5.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aroma</td>
<td>58.54</td>
<td>-3.04</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body</td>
<td>66.48</td>
<td>-4.11</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acidity</td>
<td>86.36</td>
<td>-7.05</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flavor</td>
<td>90.61</td>
<td>-5.28</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aftertaste</td>
<td>87.84</td>
<td>-5.11</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Canonical correlation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>L(1)</th>
<th>L(2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambda</td>
<td>281.22</td>
<td>3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degrees of freedom</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$ value</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

by the correlation among quantity variables: coffee crop altitude in meters above sea level “height masl”, precipitation in mm “precip” and coffee characteristics: aroma, body, acidity, flavor and aftertaste. The first canonical correlation between scores in quantitative and non-quantitative classes is different from zero in the population with a $p$-value of less than 0.001.

4. Conclusions

The main finding of this study was that the empirical evidence suggested the importance of crop altitude for coffee cultivation. Evidence was found in the relationship between altitude ranges, agronomic varieties, producing regions and coffee fragrances and flavors. Moreover, it was found that coffee attributes (aroma, body, flavor, acidity and aftertaste) were closely related to each other and also related to the “height masl”.

The finding is explained fully below in four conclusions:

1. This study is able to offer supporting evidence of the diverse profiles of flavors and fragrances of the Honduran coffee by the correspondence found between coffee prime fragrances and flavors. Cuppers detected these prime flavors: peanuts, ordinary, other fragrances, chocolate, other defects, toasted, sweet, fruity, caramel, honey, citrus and floral; and these prime fragrances: peanuts, other defects, astringent, grassy, chocolate, other flavors, sweet, citric, fruity, mulberry, honey and peach. This is important, especially for differentiated coffees among the Japanese and US markets, where positive attributes of fragrance and flavor are highly appreciated. Furthermore, the rich profile of flavor and fragrance found in coffee produced in Honduras is supportive of any international marketing campaign or better pricing strategies for the international trade.

2. These coffee flavors and fragrances are in relationship with crops altitude range.

The empirical evidence was found suggesting the importance of crop altitude for coffee cultivation. In the coffee world, particularly in the specialty coffee segment, it is a well-known fact that coffees coming from higher growing altitudes have a tendency to score higher in quality appreciation, flavors and aromas.

The empirical evidence is found between altitude range and coffee flavor. The common link “altitude range” recognizes the importance of the altitude above sea level related to flavors. Low altitude is related to peanuts, while high altitude is related to positive attributes, such as fruity, citrusic and other flavors. These results are confirmed by the covariance matrix, so the variable “height masl” is positively correlated...
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with aroma, body, acidity, flavor and aftertaste variables, and negatively correlated with rainfall. It is found that the coffee at highest altitude has a tendency to receive less amount of rain precipitation.

Empirical evidence was found between altitude range and coffee fragrance. Low altitude was related to peanuts, medium altitude was related to chocolate and ordinary fragrance, and high altitude was related to citric, floral, fruity and other fragrances (known positive attributes)

Also, the empiric evidence suggested the relationship between altitude ranges and flavors: low altitude was related to peanuts flavor; medium altitude was related to grassy, chocolate and sweet; high altitude was related to other flavors (positive attributes), citric, peach and fruity.

The coffee attributes (aroma, body, flavor, acidity and aftertaste) are close related to each other and also related to the height in meters above sea level and rain precipitation. These coffee attributes are also related with the regions of Montecillos and Opalaca, range mountains with the highest altitude.

Finally, in the canonical correlation, a positive relationship was found between the variable height masl and the variables aroma, body, acidity, flavor and aftertaste. A negative relationship was found between height masl and rain precipitations variables, showing that coffee plantations at highest altitude receive less amount of rain precipitation.

Empirical evidence was found between positive attributes of flavor and fragrance of coffee, altitude range and producing regions. So, Montecillos and Opalaca, both at the higher altitude ranges—as have been proven in the correspondence analysis between altitude ranges and coffee producing regions—are, both of them, associated with positive attribute (aroma, body, flavor, acidity and aftertaste).

(3) The crop altitude ranges were found also related to growing regions.

Low altitude was associated to Agalta Tropical, Medium was associated to Azul Meambar and Copan and, finally, high altitude was associated to Opalaca and Montecillos. This result links producing regions by their altitude ranges in meters over sea level, with Opalaca and Montecillos being the higher range mountains and Agalta Tropical lower range mountains.

(4) Empirical evidence was found between agronomic varieties and altitude range. Pacas variety was associated to low altitude, Lempira, Villa Sarchi and IHCAFE-90 to medium altitude and the arabica’s varieties Catuai, Caturra to high altitude. Catai and Caturra are pure arabica varieties, in contrast, Lempira and IHCAFE-90 which are hybrid arabica. So, in the medium and low heights, hybrids between arabica and robusta were found: Lempira, IHCAFE-90, Villa Sarchi and Pacas varieties (natural mutations of arabica).

5. Recommendations

The first recommendation is an active national coffee policy to develop coffee cultivation, especially at high altitude. The results indicate rich profiles of flavors and fragrances in the Honduran coffee by arabica varieties that can be a strong value in the international markets. The negative flavors as peanuts, grassy and astringent were in relation to the processing and internal trading of coffee, so it was recommended to increase the policy actions aimed at preserving coffee quality. It is necessary to improve coffee technology transference and processing facilities to get a better regulation of marketing relationships between growers and intermediaries.

The second recommendation is about a better resource allocation per region, linking crop altitude ranges to agronomic varieties and to flavors and fragrances. These empirical findings show the marketing potential of using characteristics of coffee that come from specific producing regions.

The third recommendation is to keep the marketing campaign to promote the goodness of the Honduran coffee. The rich profile of flavors and fragrances
found in the coffee could be very supportive of any international marketing campaign to achieve better pricing strategies. These findings can also be a good opportunity to carry out better business, if private and public leaders can successfully link coffee quality conservation to local growers and flawless traceability from the place of origin to the final destination.

The fourth recommendation is to support more research and development within the coffee industry and with this information to achieve better farm management practices, particularly technical and economic assistance to farmers with differentiated coffee.
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